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I have used acdsee Pro for many years without leaving any comments about how good it was or how
bad. I installed the trial version just to see if I would like it. After running it I found it hard to use. I
was never able to get it to recognize that I had files when I imported from another directory. The

exports to CDR and JPEG was the only one I could use. I also would never leave it set to batch
process and would have to wait a minute or two after a job before I could process the next one. I'm
one of those lucky photographers who doesn't seem to have a ton of images so I'm always trying to

find a free program to run them through to get them ready for upload. I decided to try Adobe
Camera Raw but it only worked about 50% of the time for processing my raw files. I would always

have to re-import to acdsee after the first conversion. I contacted the developers and they said they
would work on the batch processing issue. When I went back to it 2 days later they told me it was

done. What I learned is that batch processing can be a two sided issue. I was not able to transfer any
metadata so any of the product info that might be there would be lost. I had to sit down with my files
one by one and make a copy of the files and then work from there. I've only been using this program
for a few weeks now and I have found some workarounds that have made me happy. First of all as
far as batching files goes. Select the multi mode(default) and then in the toolbar select "Show all
files". Then you can group them by date and number, and this will make it much easier to work

through them one by one. The biggest issue with the batch processing is that it did not
recognize.mdf files.
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ACDSee's RAW conversion
is highly configurable. I like
the preview panel's mode
and file size information,

plus you can also set
things like the input format
and number of frames. The
conversion settings include
a neat, non-linear one-tap
rate slider, which lets you

slow down a photo to
check the changes on a

finer pixel scale, or speed
it up by guessing how

many frames the camera
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actually shot. After this job
is finished, you get a series

of sub-jobs that ACDSee
automatically queues up

for you. To be fair, though,
the jobs' title 'undisclosed'
implies they're internal and

thus not sharable, so
there's no point in offering
ACDSee Pro for free if you
want to collaborate. Export
resolutions are limited to

828×576 and 2,048×1,536
only. This mode comes

with a lot of useful tools.
The left menu's 'Basic'

panel is for doing minimal
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processing, while the rest
of the panels let you do
more complex stuff. For
instance, there's a Wide
Angle Control panel for

changing a photo's angle.
There's a Full Screen

Layers panel for getting a
side-by-side look at
different colour or

exposure layers on the fly.
ACDSee's default High
Dynamic Range images
include a dynamic range

histogram, and settings for
quick exposure

compensation and tonal
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range saturation and
falloff. As usual, ACDSee's
timeline view is split by the

exif files ( Exif ) and the
image data ( IMG ). I like
how ACDSee's viewing

mode lets you view both
with or without the Import
tab, handy when you need

to see both. There are
several other tabs you can
use, including a timeline, a
favorites, a keyboard mode

and one that lets you
select a directory and a

photo out of it. 5ec8ef588b
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